NORTH CHUYLKILL D

15 Academ Lane
Comprehensive Plan | 2021 - 2024

MIION TATMNT
Our mission is to provide our students with opportunities designed to meet individual needs
and to ensure that ever child has experiences that promote growth and excellence in all
academic and social development areas. Through mutual respect, our students will grow and
learn in a positive atmosphere, where facult, sta , parents and students together are
enthusiastic aout the learning process.

VIION TATMNT
To achieve our mission, we will develop our capacit to function as a professional learning
communit, wherein well-researched, est practices are in place and/or explored.

DUCATIONAL VALU TATMNT
TUDNT
We envision a school district in which we… Unite to achieve a common purpose with clear
goals; Work together; Monitor our progress; Demonstrate a personal commitment to the
academic success and general well-eing; mrace technolog for oth learning toda and
preparing for future.

TAFF
We envision a school district in which we… Unite to achieve a common purpose with clear
goals; Work together; eek and implement promising strategies for improving student
achievement on a continuing asis; Monitor each student’s progress; Demonstrate a personal
commitment to the academic success and general well-eing of all students; mrace
technolog for oth learning toda and preparing for future.

ADMINITRATION
We envision a school district in which we… Unite to achieve a common purpose with clear
goals; Work together; eek and implement promising strategies for improving student
achievement on a continuing asis; Monitor each student’s progress; Demonstrate a personal
commitment to the academic success and general well-eing of all students; mrace
technolog for oth learning toda and preparing for future.

PARNT
We envision a school district in which we… Unite to achieve a common purpose with clear
goals; Work together; Monitor each child's progress; Demonstrate a personal commitment to the
academic success and general well-eing; mrace technolog for oth learning toda and
preparing for future.

COMMUNITY
We envision a school district in which we… Unite to achieve a common purpose with clear
goals; Work together; Monitor each child's progress; Demonstrate a personal commitment to the
academic success and general well-eing; mrace technolog for oth learning toda and
preparing for future.

OTHR (OPTIONAL)

TRING COMMITT
Name

Position

uilding/Group

Roert Ackell

uperintendent

North chulkill chool
District

Kimerl Grood

upervisor of Curriculum

North chulkill chool
District

Knute raford

upervisor of pecial ducation

North chulkill chool
District

Roert Amos

usiness Manager

North chulkill chool
District

Chriss Grelick

Assistant upervisor of pecial
ducation

North chulkill chool
District

Janice Whitaker

lementar Principal

North chulkill chool
District

Ken Roseerr

JH Principal

North chulkill chool
District

Liza Ulceski

JH Assistant Principal

North chulkill chool
District

Mark
Andrewcavage

Director of Technolog

North chulkill chool
District

James Gross

Athletic Director

North chulkill chool
District

T Wartman

Dean of tudents JH

North chulkill chool
District

Tom Fletcher

oard Memer

North chulkill chool
District

Charles Hepler

oard Memer President

North chulkill chool
District

Maranne
Woodward

oard Memer

North chulkill chool
District

Name

Position

uilding/Group

Kimerl Grood

Parent

North chulkill chool
District

Amanda Campell

Parent

North chulkill chool
District

Kell tone

JH Teacher

North chulkill chool
District

Heather chlein

JH Teacher

North chulkill chool
District

Joe Watt

JH Teacher

North chulkill chool
District

Taia Carpenc

JH Teacher

North chulkill chool
District

Jamie Wagner

JH Teacher

North chulkill chool
District

Leah riggs

JH Teacher

North chulkill chool
District

randi Kline

JH Teacher

North chulkill chool
District

Gene Lapointe

JH Para Professional

North chulkill chool
District

Ann Marie Grood

JH ecretar

North chulkill chool
District

Mike Reille

tudent

North chulkill chool
District

ierra Wishnefsk

tudent

North chulkill chool
District

Madeline Hall

tudent

North chulkill chool
District

usan Powis

Parent

North chulkill chool
District

Name

Position

uilding/Group

Denise raford

Parent

North chulkill chool
District

Am Wahalick

Parent

North chulkill chool
District

Alicia Jones

lementar Teacher

North chulkill chool
District

Caroline chuster

lementar Teacher

North chulkill chool
District

Jen ell

lementar Teacher

North chulkill chool
District

Janelle
taudenmeier

lementar Teacher

North chulkill chool
District

rian Wolfe

lementar Teacher

North chulkill chool
District

Anne Tarantelli

lementar Teacher

North chulkill chool
District

Taitha Walsh

lementar Teacher

North chulkill chool
District

Danielle Koutch

lementar ecretar

North chulkill chool
District

TALIHD PRIORITI
Priorit tatement

Outcome Categor

District attendance is 2% elow the state average.

Regular Attendance

Advanced students are not achieving growth

Rigorous Courses of tud ection

according to PVAA.

Rigorous Courses of tud ection

District Math scores are elow state average.

Mathematics
Mathematics

Common Assessments need to e implemented
across the district.

ssential Practices 1: Focus on
Continuous Improvement of Instruction

Rigorous instruction needs to increase to produce
more proficient and advanced scores.

ACTION PLAN AND TP
vidence-ased trateg
arl Warning Intervention and Monitoring stem
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

JH Attendance

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool will create a Truanc
Task Force to reduce chronic asenteeism to reach the
attendance rate of 85.8%.

Action tep

Anticipated
tart/Completion

Lead
Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports
Needed

stalish a team to lead
and carr out the WIM

2021-09-01 2024-05-31

High chool
Principal

Internet and Google
Classroom for Tracking

process, determine the
frequenc and duration of
meetings, and develop a

Action tep

Anticipated
tart/Completion

Lead
Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports
Needed

2021-09-01 2024-05-31

High chool
Principal

CIU

shared vision for the
team's work.
Gather data to ring to
meetings in order to
review evidence of area
of need and progress.

Anticipated Outcome
Decrease Chronic Asenteeism
Monitoring/valuation
Monitor at risk students to see if the can get ack on track for on time graduation

vidence-ased trateg
Teacher tud Groups
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

H Adv. LA PVAA

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool will increase advanced
student's PVAA growth in LA to 17.8%.

lem. Adv. LA PVAA

The North chulkill lementar chool will increase advanced
student's PVAA growth in LA to 17.8%.

Action tep

Anticipated
tart/Completion

Lead
Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports
Needed

tud groups provide a

2021-09-01 -

uilding

Internet and Google

regular collaorative
environment for teachers

2024-05-31

Principals

Classroom for
Communication

of varing ackgrounds,
knowledge, and skills,
and these settings enale
teachers to help one

Anticipated
tart/Completion

Lead
Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports
Needed

Gather data to ring to

2021-09-01 -

Principal of

PVAA Data, uilding Data,

meetings in order to
review evidence of area
of need and progress.

2024-05-31

uilding

etc.

Action tep

another use new
learning.

Anticipated Outcome
Increase Teacher Knowledge and Classroom Rigor
Monitoring/valuation
Monitor advanced students to see if the can continue to grow according to PVAA

vidence-ased trateg
The arl Warning Intervention and Monitoring stem
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

JH Math

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool Administration and
Facult will make data driven decisions to improve Math scores
to the state average of 45.2%.

lem. Math

The North chulkill lementar chool Administration and
Facult will make data driven decisions to improve Math scores
to the state average of 45.2%.

Action tep

stalish a team to lead
and carr out the WIM
process, determine the
frequenc and duration of
meetings, and develop a

Anticipated

Lead

Materials/Resources/upports

tart/Completion

Person/Position

Needed

2021-09-01 2024-05-31

uilding
Leadership

Internet and Google
Classroom for
Communication

Action tep

Anticipated

Lead

Materials/Resources/upports

tart/Completion

Person/Position

Needed

2021-09-01 2024-05-31

uilding
Principal

PA, CDT, Classroom Data

shared vision for the
team's work.
Gather data to ring to
meetings in order to
review evidence of area
of need and progress.

Anticipated Outcome
Increase the amount of pro cient and advanced students on state assessments
Monitoring/valuation
Track students that are asic and elow asic to see if the make progress towards eing
pro cient on state assessments

vidence-ased trateg
Teacher tud Groups
Measurale Goals
Goal Nickname

Measurale Goal tatement (mart Goal)

Common Assessments

The North chulkill chool District will have Common
Assessments in place K-12.

Action tep

Anticipated
tart/Completion

Lead
Person/Position

Materials/Resources/upports
Needed

Target Professional
Development to focus on

2021-09-01 2024-05-31

District
Leadership

PD A

Provide time with

2021-09-01 -

District

PD A, Google Drive,

departments and grade

2024-05-31

Leadership

Classroom Materials

evidenced ased
instructional practices to
develop common
assessments

Action tep

Anticipated
tart/Completion

Lead
Person/Position

levels for teachers to
create common
assessments

Anticipated Outcome
Grade level and departments create common assessments
Monitoring/valuation
Track progress on development of common assessments

Materials/Resources/upports
Needed

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool
will create a Truanc Task Force to reduce
chronic asenteeism to reach the
attendance rate of 85.8%. (JH
Attendance)

Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

Anticipated
Timeline

arl
Warning
Intervention

stalish a team
to lead and carr
out the WIM

09/01/2021
05/31/2024

and
Monitoring

process,
determine the

stem

frequenc and
duration of
meetings, and
develop a shared
vision for the
team's work.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

Anticipated
Timeline

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

arl

Gather data to

09/01/2021

will create a Truanc Task Force to reduce

Warning

ring to meetings

-

chronic asenteeism to reach the

Intervention

in order to review

05/31/2024

attendance rate of 85.8%. (JH

and

evidence of area

Attendance)

Monitoring

of need and

stem

progress.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

Anticipated
Timeline

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

Teacher

tud groups

09/01/2021

will increase advanced student's PVAA

tud

provide a regular

-

growth in LA to 17.8%. (H Adv. LA

Groups

collaorative

05/31/2024

PVAA)
The North chulkill lementar chool
will increase advanced student's PVAA
growth in LA to 17.8%. (lem. Adv. LA
PVAA)

environment for
teachers of
varing
ackgrounds,
knowledge, and
skills, and these
settings enale
teachers to help
one another use
new learning.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

Anticipated
Timeline

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

Teacher

Gather data to

09/01/2021

will increase advanced student's PVAA

tud

ring to meetings

-

growth in LA to 17.8%. (H Adv. LA

Groups

in order to review

05/31/2024

PVAA)
The North chulkill lementar chool
will increase advanced student's PVAA
growth in LA to 17.8%. (lem. Adv. LA
PVAA)

evidence of area
of need and
progress.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

Anticipated
Timeline

Administration and Facult will make data

The arl
Warning

stalish a team
to lead and carr

09/01/2021
-

driven decisions to improve Math scores

Intervention

out the WIM

05/31/2024

to the state average of 45.2%. (JH

and

process,

Math)

Monitoring

determine the

stem

frequenc and

Measurale Goals

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

The North chulkill lementar chool
Administration and Facult will make data

duration of
meetings, and

driven decisions to improve Math scores

develop a shared

to the state average of 45.2%. (lem.

vision for the

Math)

team's work.

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

The arl

Gather data to

09/01/2021

Administration and Facult will make data

Warning

ring to meetings

-

driven decisions to improve Math scores

in order to review
evidence of area

05/31/2024

to the state average of 45.2%. (JH

Intervention
and

Math)

Monitoring

of need and

stem

progress.

Measurale Goals

The North chulkill lementar chool
Administration and Facult will make data
driven decisions to improve Math scores
to the state average of 45.2%. (lem.
Math)

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

Anticipated
Timeline

The North chulkill chool District will

Teacher

Target

09/01/2021

have Common Assessments in place K-12.

tud

Professional

-

(Common Assessments)

Groups

Development to

05/31/2024

focus on
evidenced ased
instructional
practices to
develop common
assessments

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Professional
Development tep

Anticipated
Timeline

The North chulkill chool District will

Teacher

Provide time with

09/01/2021

have Common Assessments in place K-12.

tud
Groups

departments and
grade levels for

05/31/2024

(Common Assessments)

teachers to create
common
assessments

COMMUNICATION PLAN - TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Communication
tep

Anticipated
Timeline

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

arl

stalish a team

09/01/2021

will create a Truanc Task Force to reduce

Warning

to lead and carr

-

chronic asenteeism to reach the

Intervention

out the WIM

05/31/2024

attendance rate of 85.8%. (JH

and

process,

Attendance)

Monitoring

determine the

stem

frequenc and
duration of
meetings, and
develop a shared
vision for the
team's work.

COMMUNICATION PLAN - TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Communication
tep

Anticipated
Timeline

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

arl

will create a Truanc Task Force to reduce

Warning

Gather data to
ring to meetings

09/01/2021
-

chronic asenteeism to reach the

Intervention

in order to review

05/31/2024

attendance rate of 85.8%. (JH

and

evidence of area

Attendance)

Monitoring

of need and

stem

progress.

COMMUNICATION PLAN - TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Communication

Anticipated

Name

tep

Timeline

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

Teacher

tud groups

09/01/2021

will increase advanced student's PVAA

tud

provide a regular

-

growth in LA to 17.8%. (H Adv. LA

Groups

collaorative
environment for

05/31/2024

Measurale Goals

PVAA)
The North chulkill lementar chool
will increase advanced student's PVAA
growth in LA to 17.8%. (lem. Adv. LA
PVAA)

teachers of
varing
ackgrounds,
knowledge, and
skills, and these
settings enale
teachers to help
one another use
new learning.

COMMUNICATION PLAN - TP AND TIMLIN:
Action Plan

Communication

Anticipated

Name

tep

Timeline

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

Teacher

Gather data to

09/01/2021

will increase advanced student's PVAA

tud

ring to meetings

-

growth in LA to 17.8%. (H Adv. LA

Groups

in order to review
evidence of area

05/31/2024

Measurale Goals

PVAA)
The North chulkill lementar chool
will increase advanced student's PVAA
growth in LA to 17.8%. (lem. Adv. LA
PVAA)

of need and
progress.

COMMUNICATION PLAN - TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Communication
tep

Anticipated
Timeline

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

The arl

stalish a team

09/01/2021

Administration and Facult will make data

Warning

to lead and carr

-

driven decisions to improve Math scores

Intervention

out the WIM

05/31/2024

to the state average of 45.2%. (JH

and

Math)

Monitoring

process,
determine the

The North chulkill lementar chool
Administration and Facult will make data

stem

frequenc and
duration of
meetings, and

driven decisions to improve Math scores

develop a shared

to the state average of 45.2%. (lem.

vision for the

Math)

team's work.

COMMUNICATION PLAN - TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Communication
tep

Anticipated
Timeline

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

The arl

Gather data to

09/01/2021

Administration and Facult will make data

Warning

ring to meetings

-

driven decisions to improve Math scores

Intervention

in order to review

05/31/2024

to the state average of 45.2%. (JH

and

evidence of area

Math)

Monitoring

of need and

The North chulkill lementar chool
Administration and Facult will make data
driven decisions to improve Math scores
to the state average of 45.2%. (lem.
Math)

stem

progress.

COMMUNICATION PLAN - TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Communication
tep

Anticipated
Timeline

The North chulkill chool District will

Teacher

Target

09/01/2021

have Common Assessments in place K-12.

tud

(Common Assessments)

Groups

Professional
Development to

05/31/2024

focus on
evidenced ased
instructional
practices to
develop common
assessments

COMMUNICATION PLAN - TP AND TIMLIN:
Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Communication
tep

Anticipated
Timeline

The North chulkill chool District will

Teacher

Provide time with

09/01/2021

have Common Assessments in place K-12.

tud

departments and

-

(Common Assessments)

Groups

grade levels for

05/31/2024

teachers to create
common
assessments

APPROVAL & IGNATUR
Assurance of Qualit and Accountailit
As Chief chool Administrator, l a rm that this LA Level Plan was developed in accordance,
and will compl with the applicale provisions of 22 Pa. Code, Chapters 4, 12, 14, 16 and 49. I
also a rm that the governing oard reviewed the LA Level Plan, as indicated in the attached
o cial oard minutes and the contents of the plan are true and correct. Finall, I a rm that the
plan was placed for pulic inspection and comment in the LA o ces and in the nearest pulic
lirar efore the next regularl scheduled meeting of the oard and for a minimum or 28 das
prior to approval  the oard or governing od and sumission to the Department.

chool oard Minutes or Affirmation tatement

ignature (ntered lectronicall and must have access to we application).
uperintendent/Chief xecutive Officer

;

ADDNDUM A: ACKGROUND INFORMATION TO INFORM PLAN
trengths

Challenges

Academic Growth xpectations in
nglish/Language Arts- All student groups

Percent Proficient/Advanced in
Mathematics/Algera 1- All tudent Group

exceed the standard demonstrating

Did Not Meet Interim Goal/Improvement

Academic Growth xpectations in

Target

Mathematics/Algera I- All student groups

Regular Attendance- currentl 2% elow

exceed the standard demonstrating

the tatewide Average

Academic Growth xpectations in

Career standards enchmark- All student

cience/iolog- All student groups

groups did not meet the performance

exceed the standard demonstrating

standard- currentl 3.6% elow the

growth

statewide average

We seem to e meeting the needs of our
conomicall Disadvantaged students

Overall, we are not meeting the needs of
our students with disailities. Their

across the oard.

performance is decreasing per the Future

7th Grade LA students are showing

Read PA Index.

almost consistent academic growth on

8th grade students are not showing

local assessments like the tud Island

consistent growth at the local assessment

enchmarks.

level. Growth that is shown tends to e in
small increments.

7th and 8th grade LA students are
showing increased understanding of

Our highest group of students is not

vocaular.

meeting the expectations for growth per

Almost all students are meeting the
enchmark for growth - N 3rd grade
students showed most growth on CDT

PVAA. And, 5th grade decreased the
numer of students in proficient and
advanced  12%.

tests, 6th grade increased their % of

Our students are meeting the expectations

proficient and advanced  13% , Grades 3-

for growth, ut man groups are not

6 % of elow asic students decreased,

exceeding this enchmark or, while

4th and 5th grade oral reading fluenc

meeting the expectation, are not growing

reading accurac increased in terms of
students who are at or aove enchmark

as much as the ear efore - N Onl
40% of 5th grade students showed growth

in DIL 8th edition

on LA CDT tests, 5th grade decreased

7th and 8th grade student growth on
PVAA is an average of 4 and 3.9

the numer of students in proficient and
advanced  12%, % of overall grade 3rd
students performing elow enchmark

trengths

Challenges

respectivel, which is in the dark lue

increased in DIL 8th edition, Grade 5

categor.
tudent growth for Kestone Algera 1 is a
3-ear average of 3.4, which is in the dark
lue categor.
tudents are achieving aove the tate
NC average for academic achievement in
8th grade.
Our academic growth score for
mathematics/algera, according to Future
Read PA, is 95.7, which is 20.4 points
aove state average growth - N 75% of
5/6th grade students showed growth on
Math CDT tests, % of proficient and
advanced increased in grades 3, 4, and 6
on PA tests, % of elow asic students

reading comprehension elow enchmark
increased on DIL 8th edition
According to PVAA, students who enter
our junior/senior high school from our
elementar school are achieving elow
the tate NC average for achievement
Growth among the lowest performing 33%
of the students who take the Kestone
exam is -1.27, which is in the ellow
categor.
Our percent proficient or advanced on
mathematics/algera, according to Future
Read PA, is 37.4% which is 7.8% elow
the statewide average.

decreased in grades 3-6 on PA tests, 6th

Our percent of advanced students

grade math composite score % of at and/or
aove enchmark increased on Acadience

decreased in grades 5 and 6 PA tests.
Our Grade 5 % of proficient and advanced

Math

is significantl lower than the state

Local assessments are aligned with
standardized tests.
PA cience course focuses on content
that is assessed
Incorporation of stud island into the
curriculum assists teachers with assessing
students on the standards

average.
cience standards are changing making it
a challenging to ensure that students are
assessed appropriatel
Developing common assessments
Implementation of data

PVAA projections assist with knowing

N - Increase % of advanced for students
with disailities, Increase % of advanced

students strengths and weaknesses - N .

for economicall disadvantaged, % of

Percentage of Proficient and Advanced

elow asic students increased  1%

students increased, All student groups met
the goals/interim target, All student groups
met the standard for demonstrating
growth, % proficient and advanced is
higher than the state average

The challenges that are faced ear after
ear are the willingness of staff and
communit personnel to volunteer their
time and make space in the da to have
these kind of activities and learning

trengths

Challenges

Career readiness as a related academic

experiences. Additionall, finding a space

area correlates to the mission of an LA.

for presenters, such as, cafeteria can e

Understanding that growth for one student
doesn’t look the same as growth for
another student within the Arts, as
students come to class with a variet of
skill sets from their home life.
tudents have another outlet to excel
other than academics.
 doing hands on projects, students are
etter ale to understand the material
The are also ale to show individual
creativit.
tudent collaoration and effective group
work tudent application of content in a
real-life setting Teacher demonstration
prior to independent student work tudent
recognition of their strengths and

challenging as well due to the
receptiveness of the staff to help. The
willingness to complete surves is also a
challenge. Additionall, another challenge
would e tring to educate the students
on career standards using limited
resources. The ACA recommended ratio
of guidance counselors to students is
1:250.
While adapting projects for all learners,
helping students find success is often an
overwhelming task within some classes
where the range and variet of adaptions
are man.
tudent’s seeing art as non-essential or
un-important to their learning is also a
challenge.

weaknesses within a la

Projects are time consuming There are a

CDT Data- Local assessment data show

lack of chromeooks for research Lack of
curriculum resources

significant correlation on growth on PA
LA exams for students with disailities
80.7% indicating that students are meeting
or exceeding the PA standard for growth
Pearson enchmark Data- Local
assessment data shows a significant
correlation that students with disailities
90.3% are meeting or exceeding the PA
state standard for growth on the PA
Math exams as well as local assessments.
CDT data -- tudents considered
economicall disadvantaged- 79% LA,
92.7% Math, 80% cience-show a
significant correlation on academic
growth. Local assessment data indicates
that this student group is

Helping students follow directions closel
without teacher redirection/restatement
Helping students rememer multi-step
procedures Compensating for some
students lack of prior knowledge with
culinar equipment and concepts
Differentiating among widel varing
student ailit levels due to the elective
nature of the course
CDT Data- Local assessment data shows
significant correlation on performance on
PA LA exams for students with
disailities 24.4% indicating that the
students are not performing at the
proficient or advanced level.

trengths

Challenges

meeting/exceeding the state standard for
growth.

CDT data – tudents considered
economicall disadvantaged- 53.7%- show

Pearson enchmark Data- tudents
considered economicall disadvantaged
are meeting the statewide growth
measures in the areas of Math 92.7%, LA
79.0% and cience 80.0%. tudents are
exceeding growth measures on local
assessment as well.
2 Title 1 Reading and 2 Title 1 Math-serving
more students and suject areas
HILD program-closel monitor student
data and target interventions to improve
achievement
pecial ducation ervices
Professional Development
Whole Child Approach-art, music, phsical
education, lirar science, TM
PA growth made in LA, Math, and
cience
ngage in meaningful two-wa
communication with stakeholders to
sustain shared responsiilit for student
learning across the district
uild the capacit of central office and
school administrators as instructional
leaders to effectivel monitor, supervise,
and support high qualit teaching and
learning
Partner with local usinesses, communit
organizations, and other agencies to meet
the needs of the district
Recruit and retain full credentialed,

a significant correlation on academic
performance on LA assessments. Local
assessment data indicates that this student
group performs elow the state average,
not meeting proficienc/advanced level.
Pearson enchmark Data- Local
assessment data shows a significant
correlation that students with disailities
10.0% are not meeting the PA state
standard for academic performance on the
PA Math exams. Teachers are
identifing weaknesses and targeting
specific skills to improve.
Guidance Counselor K-6, need additional
counselors to meet student needs
Parental Involvement
Full time or additional social worker
PA Advanced numers need to increase
stalish and maintain a focused sstem
for continuous improvement and ensure
organizational coherence
nsure effective, standards-aligned
curriculum and assessment
Allocate resources, including mone, staff,
professional learning, materials, and
support to schools ased on the analsis of
a variet of data

trengths

experienced and high-qualit leaders and
teachers
upport the development and professional
learning of central office and school-ased
staff in alignment with district and school
mission, vision, goals, and priorities

Most Notale Oservations/Patterns

The underling concept is while the district is meeting academic growth, academic
achievement is under-performing.

Challenges

Discussion Point

Regular Attendance- currentl 2% elow

We have 2 attendance

the tatewide Average

officers and regular

Priorit for Planning



truanc elimination plans
- have not increased
attendance
Overall, we are not meeting the needs of
our students with disailities. Their
performance is decreasing per the Future
Read PA Index.
Our highest group of students is not
meeting the expectations for growth per

tudents who score
advanced on

PVAA. And, 5th grade decreased the

standardized testing do

numer of students in proficient and

not continue to grow.



advanced  12%.
Our percent proficient or advanced on

District wide Math scores

mathematics/algera, according to Future

are elow state

Read PA, is 37.4% which is 7.8% elow the

averages.



statewide average.
Our percent of advanced students
decreased in grades 5 and 6 PA tests.
Our Grade 5 % of proficient and advanced
is significantl lower than the state
average.
Developing common assessments

We have een in
discussion over a few
ears and now need to
egin implementation.

PA Advanced numers need to increase
nsure effective, standards-aligned
curriculum and assessment



ADDNDUM : ACTION PLAN
Action Plan: arl Warning Intervention and Monitoring stem
Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

stalish a team to lead and carr out the WIM

09/01/2021 - 05/31/2024

process, determine the frequenc and duration of
meetings, and develop a shared vision for the team's
work.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Monitor at risk students to see if the can get ack on

Decrease Chronic Asenteeism

track for on time graduation

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Comm tep

Internet and Google Classroom for Tracking

es

es

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Gather data to ring to meetings in order to review
evidence of area of need and progress.

09/01/2021 - 05/31/2024

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Monitor at risk students to see if the can get ack on

Decrease Chronic Asenteeism

track for on time graduation

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Comm tep

CIU

es

es

Action Plan: Teacher tud Groups
Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

tud groups provide a regular collaorative

09/01/2021 - 05/31/2024

environment for teachers of varing ackgrounds,
knowledge, and skills, and these settings enale
teachers to help one another use new learning.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Monitor advanced students to see if the can continue

Increase Teacher Knowledge and

to grow according to PVAA

Classroom Rigor

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Comm tep

Internet and Google Classroom for Communication

es

es

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Gather data to ring to meetings in order to review
evidence of area of need and progress.

09/01/2021 - 05/31/2024

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Monitor advanced students to see if the can continue

Increase Teacher Knowledge and

to grow according to PVAA

Classroom Rigor

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Comm tep

PVAA Data, uilding Data, etc.

es

es

Action Plan: The arl Warning Intervention and Monitoring stem
Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

stalish a team to lead and carr out the WIM

09/01/2021 - 05/31/2024

process, determine the frequenc and duration of
meetings, and develop a shared vision for the team's
work.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Track students that are asic and elow asic to see if

Increase the amount of proficient

the make progress towards eing proficient on state

and advanced students on state

assessments

assessments

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Comm tep

Internet and Google Classroom for Communication

es

es

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Gather data to ring to meetings in order to review

09/01/2021 - 05/31/2024

evidence of area of need and progress.

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Track students that are asic and elow asic to see if

Increase the amount of proficient

the make progress towards eing proficient on state

and advanced students on state

assessments

assessments

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Comm tep

PA, CDT, Classroom Data

es

es

Action Plan: Teacher tud Groups
Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Target Professional Development to focus on
evidenced ased instructional practices to develop

09/01/2021 - 05/31/2024

common assessments

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Track progress on development of common

Grade level and departments create

assessments

common assessments

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Comm tep

PD A

es

es

Action teps

Anticipated tart/Completion Date

Provide time with departments and grade levels for

09/01/2021 - 05/31/2024

teachers to create common assessments

Monitoring/valuation

Anticipated Output

Track progress on development of common

Grade level and departments create

assessments

common assessments

Material/Resources/upports Needed

PD tep

Comm tep

PD A, Google Drive, Classroom Materials

es

es

ADDNDUM C: PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT PLAN
Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

arl

stalish a team

09/01/2021

will create a Truanc Task Force to reduce

Warning

to lead and carr

-

chronic asenteeism to reach the

out the WIM
process,

05/31/2024

attendance rate of 85.8%. (JH

Intervention
and

Attendance)

Monitoring

determine the

stem

frequenc and
duration of

Measurale Goals

meetings, and
develop a shared
vision for the
team's work.
The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

arl

Gather data to

09/01/2021

will create a Truanc Task Force to reduce

Warning

ring to meetings

-

chronic asenteeism to reach the

Intervention

in order to review

05/31/2024

attendance rate of 85.8%. (JH
Attendance)

and
Monitoring

evidence of area
of need and

stem

progress.

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

Teacher

tud groups

09/01/2021

will increase advanced student's PVAA

tud

provide a regular

-

growth in LA to 17.8%. (H Adv. LA

Groups

collaorative
environment for

05/31/2024

PVAA)

teachers of

The North chulkill lementar chool

varing

will increase advanced student's PVAA
growth in LA to 17.8%. (lem. Adv. LA

ackgrounds,
knowledge, and

PVAA)

skills, and these
settings enale
teachers to help
one another use
new learning.

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

Teacher

Gather data to

09/01/2021

will increase advanced student's PVAA

tud
Groups

ring to meetings
in order to review

05/31/2024

growth in LA to 17.8%. (H Adv. LA
PVAA)

evidence of area

Measurale Goals

Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

of need and

The North chulkill lementar chool

progress.

will increase advanced student's PVAA
growth in LA to 17.8%. (lem. Adv. LA
PVAA)
The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

The arl

stalish a team

09/01/2021

Administration and Facult will make data

Warning

to lead and carr

-

driven decisions to improve Math scores

out the WIM
process,

05/31/2024

to the state average of 45.2%. (JH

Intervention
and

Math)

Monitoring

determine the

stem

frequenc and
duration of

The North chulkill lementar chool
Administration and Facult will make data

meetings, and

driven decisions to improve Math scores

develop a shared

to the state average of 45.2%. (lem.

vision for the
team's work.

Math)
The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

The arl

Gather data to

09/01/2021

Administration and Facult will make data

Warning
Intervention
and

ring to meetings
in order to review
evidence of area

05/31/2024

Monitoring
stem

of need and
progress.

have Common Assessments in place K-12.

Teacher
tud

Target
Professional

09/01/2021
-

(Common Assessments)

Groups

Development to
focus on

05/31/2024

driven decisions to improve Math scores
to the state average of 45.2%. (JH
Math)
The North chulkill lementar chool
Administration and Facult will make data
driven decisions to improve Math scores
to the state average of 45.2%. (lem.
Math)
The North chulkill chool District will

evidenced ased
instructional
practices to
develop common
assessments
The North chulkill chool District will

Teacher

Provide time with

09/01/2021

Action Plan

Professional

Anticipated

Name

Development tep

Timeline

have Common Assessments in place K-12.

tud

departments and

-

(Common Assessments)

Groups

grade levels for
teachers to create

05/31/2024

Measurale Goals

common
assessments

PROFIONAL DVLOPMNT PLAN
Professional Development tep

Audience

Topics of Prof. Dev

Task Force Training on WIM

Jr./r. High chool Task

How to use the earl

Force Team

warning data tool, how to
implement the process,
ongoing follow-up
throughout the school ear

vidence of Learning

Anticipated Timeframe

Lead Person/Position

The task force team functioning at
a high level

08/18/2021 - 08/18/2021

uilding Principal

Danielson Framework Component Met in this Plan:

This tep meets the
Requirements of tate
Required Trainings:

Professional Development tep

Audience

Topics of Prof. Dev

LA Teacher tud Groups

K-12 LA Teachers

Vocaular Instruction

vidence of Learning

Anticipated Timeframe

Lead Person/Position

PVAA Growth of Advanced
tudents

09/01/2021 - 05/31/2024

Curriculum Coordinator

This tep meets the
Danielson Framework Component Met in this Plan:

Requirements of tate
Required Trainings:

Language and
Literac Acquistion
for All tudents

Professional Development tep

Audience

Topics of Prof. Dev

Math WIM Training

HILD Team

How to use the earl
warning data tool for Math,
how to implement the
process, ongoing follow-up
throughout the school ear

vidence of Learning

Anticipated Timeframe

Lead Person/Position

Increase Math cores

09/01/2021 - 05/31/2024

uilding Principal

Danielson Framework Component Met in this Plan:

This tep meets the
Requirements of tate
Required Trainings:

Teaching Diverse
Learners in an
Inclusive etting

Professional Development tep

Audience

Topics of Prof. Dev

Common Assessments

K-12 Teachers

Training on Common
Assessments

vidence of Learning

Anticipated Timeframe

Lead Person/Position

Developing Common
Assessments

09/01/2021 - 05/31/2024

Curriculum Coordinator

This tep meets the
Danielson Framework Component Met in this Plan:

Requirements of tate
Required Trainings:

ADDNDUM D: ACTION PLAN COMMUNICATION
Measurale Goals

Action Plan
Name

Communication
tep

Anticipated
Timeline

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

arl

stalish a team

2021-09-01

will create a Truanc Task Force to reduce

Warning

to lead and carr

- 2024-05-

chronic asenteeism to reach the

out the WIM
process,

31

attendance rate of 85.8%. (JH

Intervention
and

Attendance)

Monitoring

determine the

stem

frequenc and
duration of
meetings, and
develop a shared
vision for the
team's work.

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

arl

Gather data to

2021-09-01

will create a Truanc Task Force to reduce

Warning

ring to meetings

- 2024-05-

chronic asenteeism to reach the

Intervention

in order to review

31

attendance rate of 85.8%. (JH

and

evidence of area

Attendance)

Monitoring
stem

of need and
progress.

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

Teacher

tud groups

2021-09-01

will increase advanced student's PVAA

tud
Groups

provide a regular
collaorative
environment for
teachers of
varing
ackgrounds,
knowledge, and
skills, and these
settings enale
teachers to help
one another use
new learning.

- 2024-0531

Teacher
tud
Groups

Gather data to
ring to meetings
in order to review
evidence of area

2021-09-01
- 2024-0531

growth in LA to 17.8%. (H Adv. LA
PVAA)
The North chulkill lementar chool
will increase advanced student's PVAA
growth in LA to 17.8%. (lem. Adv. LA
PVAA)

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool
will increase advanced student's PVAA
growth in LA to 17.8%. (H Adv. LA
PVAA)

Measurale Goals

Action Plan

Communication

Anticipated

Name

tep

Timeline

of need and

The North chulkill lementar chool

progress.

will increase advanced student's PVAA
growth in LA to 17.8%. (lem. Adv. LA
PVAA)

Administration and Facult will make data

The arl
Warning

stalish a team
to lead and carr

2021-09-01
- 2024-05-

driven decisions to improve Math scores

Intervention

out the WIM

31

to the state average of 45.2%. (JH

and

process,

Math)

Monitoring

determine the

stem

frequenc and
duration of

The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

The North chulkill lementar chool
Administration and Facult will make data

meetings, and

driven decisions to improve Math scores

develop a shared

to the state average of 45.2%. (lem.

vision for the
team's work.

Math)
The North chulkill Jr./r. High chool

The arl

Gather data to

2021-09-01

Administration and Facult will make data

Warning

ring to meetings

- 2024-05-

driven decisions to improve Math scores

in order to review
evidence of area

31

to the state average of 45.2%. (JH

Intervention
and

Math)

Monitoring

of need and

stem

progress.

(Common Assessments)

Teacher
tud
Groups

Target
Professional
Development to
focus on
evidenced ased
instructional
practices to
develop common
assessments

2021-09-01
- 2024-0531

The North chulkill chool District will

Teacher

Provide time with

2021-09-01

The North chulkill lementar chool
Administration and Facult will make data
driven decisions to improve Math scores
to the state average of 45.2%. (lem.
Math)
The North chulkill chool District will
have Common Assessments in place K-12.

Measurale Goals

have Common Assessments in place K-12.
(Common Assessments)

Action Plan

Communication

Anticipated

Name

tep

Timeline

tud
Groups

departments and
grade levels for

- 2024-0531

teachers to create
common
assessments

COMMUNICATION PLAN
Communication tep

Audience

Topics/Message of
Communication

Attendance Task Force Logs

Task Force

Attendance Data

Anticipated Timeframe

Frequenc

Deliver Method

09/01/2021 - 05/31/2024

Google Classroom
Updated After ach

Other

Meeting

Lead Person/Position

uilding Principal

Communication tep

Audience

Topics/Message of
Communication

LA tud Group Logs

LA Teachers

LA PVAA Growth

Anticipated Timeframe

Frequenc

Deliver Method

09/01/2021 - 05/31/2024

Google Classroom
Updated After ver
Meeting

Other

Lead Person/Position

uilding Principal

Communication tep

Audience

Topics/Message of
Communication

Math Task Force Logs

Math Teachers

asic and elow asic
tudent Math Data

Anticipated Timeframe

Frequenc

Deliver Method

09/01/2021 - 05/31/2024

Google Classroom
Updated After ach

Other

Meeting

Lead Person/Position

uilding Principals

Topics/Message of
Communication

Communication tep

Audience

Common Assessment Logs

K-12 Teachers

Anticipated Timeframe

Frequenc

Deliver Method

09/01/2021 - 05/31/2024

Google Classroom
Updated After ver
ncounter

Other

Lead Person/Position

upervisor of Curriculum

Progress and Development of
Meaningful Common
Assessments

ADDNDUM : COMPRHNIV PLAN COMMUNICATION
Communication
tep

Topics of Message

Mode

Audience

Anticipated
Timeline

District
Newsletter

Updates on Comprehensive
Plan 2021-2024

ocial
Media/Wesite

ND
Communit

Feruar &
August

